List 1
Charlotte's Web
Web
Spider
Runt
Springtime
Farm
Animals
Barn
Wilbur
Injustice
Breakfast
Reconsider
Pigpen
Feelings
Escape

List 2
Morals
Conscience
Trough
Morsel
Sheep
Gosling
Spin
Slops
Salutations
Gander
Goose
Detested
Glutton
Summer
News

List 3
Boast
Horrible
Conversation
Event
Promise
Rotten
Unusual
Whisper
Cellar
Clever
Something
Imagination
Peace
Serious
Stomach

List 4
Miracle
Terrific
Famous
Message
Morning
Community
Pitchfork
Crisp
Bacon
Package
Dictionary
Action
Ground
Beautiful
Straw

List 5
Friendship
Crickets
Spinning
Fair
Buttermilk
Uncle
Crowds
Eggs
Understand
Attention
Summer
Year
Happy
Dirty
Because